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1. What are some advantages of pancake raceway?

2. What is the purpose of the reinforcing member for pancake raceway and when is it used?

3. What device is used to secure the cover on pancake raceway?

4. How is pancake raceway fastened to concrete?

5. What are wire clips used for in pancake raceway?

6. How are conductors protected where they enter a device or junction box?

7. Briefly, what is the procedure for installing the cover on pancake raceway?

8. Can bends be made in a pancake raceway?

9. What is the typical application of pancake raceway?

10. What is not the typical application of pancake raceway?

11. How is pancake raceway extended from underfloor raceway?

12. What is plugmold?

13. What is a multi-outlet assembly?

14. What is the difference between pre-wired and portable multi-outlet assemblies?

15. How is the device, installed in two-piece raceway, fastened in place?

16. What is the purpose of the mounting bracket in the larger sizes of two-piece raceway?

17. What type of devices and cover plates are used with the larger sizes of two-piece raceway?

18. What multi-outlet system is purchased in a coil and allows installation of devices at any point along the system?
19. What are the two methods of connection to an electrostrip system?
20. How much electrostrip must be stripped back at the ends for fittings?
21. What is the best method to strip the end of electrostrip?
22. What is a tele-power-pole?
23. How are tele-power-poles fastened? (top and bottom)
24. What are the two purposes of lighting fixture raceway?
25. What are some of the common types of support for lighting fixture raceway?
26. What is the main difference between under-carpet strip and pancake raceway?
27. How is mechanical protection provided for under-carpet strip?
28. What are the standard bends typically available for under-carpet strip?
29. How are angle bends made in under-carpet strip?
30. What is the maximum amperage of under-carpet strip?
31. What is the purpose of the bottom shield on under-carpet strip?
32. What is an insulator/locator kit used for when installing under-carpet strip?